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I say and do are foolish” and “I am miserable to be around”
are much more likely than others to suffer from gambling
problems.
Ironically, the burden of gambling debt ultimately fuels players'
low opinions of themself.
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likely than others to become bored with day-to-day life. The
wins of gambling are exciting and the “action” of play makes it
attractive to problem gamblers.

3) Excess
Problem gamblers tend to act without thinking about the longterm consequences, and this mindlessness extends to other
areas of their lives.
They often drink too much, smoke too much and eat too
much.
Young men are much more likely to engage in risky gambling
than either women or older males. A recent small study of
gambling among Sydney-area adolescents, for example,
showed 6.7% (or 17 students) had gambling problems, and all
were boys. This gender difference may be attributable to the
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fact young men are generally more impulsive, in part
because of higher levels of testosterone.
Although most of us can be described as “cognitive misers” –
relying on mental shortcuts to solve everyday decisions –
problem gamblers are especially unable or unwilling to control
behaviour they know is harmful to themselves.
They’re more likely to agree with survey statements such as “I
usually get into trouble because I don’t stop to think".
Moreover, agreement with these statements on mindlessness
predicts increases in people’s gambling problems over time.

4) Escape
None of these psychological risks for gambling problems
exists on its own – the need for escape may be the “worm at
the core” of all these factors.
Most problem gamblers are conscious gambling is a
convenient escape from the troubles that plague their lives –
self loathing, boredom and social isolation.
Because gambling is an immediate relief from these negative
feelings, problem gamblers are unwilling to inhibit their
gambling: even when they know it will cause them more
problems in the future. Gambling is a temporary escape from
negative self-reflection.
In one of our experiments, gamblers were asked to describe
the things they didn’t like about themselves in a private audio
recording. Then they played a poker machine (sometimes
called “slot machines”, “fruit machines” or “pokies”).
When compared with a controlled condition where participants
made no recording, people who had described themselves
negatively bet faster, bet for longer and made larger bets, on
average, during play.
So negative self-reflection has a direct impact on gambling
behaviour, increasing gambling intensity as a way of escaping
these intrusive negative feelings.

Gambling and the self
Gambling has short-term benefits and long-term costs. Except
for a few high skill games, such as card-games and racing,
gambling invariably produces long-term losses. Money is
stolen, people are lied to, and savings are wasted in the
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pursuit of an unattainable dream.
Perhaps the best hope for rehabilitation of problem gamblers
is for them to find a new and more productive means of
attaining personal acceptance and social approval.
People with gambling problems should benefit from engaging
in activities they enjoyed prior to their gambling, and
connecting with people who give them a sense of acceptance.
In fact, the active ingredient of self-help groups, such as
Gamblers Anonymous, may provide the sense of
acceptance and approval that gambling once gave. But each
person must work out for themselves which activities provide
them with a greater sense of wellbeing.
This is part three of The Conversation’s Gambling in
Australia Series. Read part one: Gambling in Australian
culture: more than just a day at the races; and part two:
Promotion of gambling short-changes Australian sport …
and its fans.
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"Problem gamblers are likely to have low self-esteem and a sense of selfloathing." And here's me thinking they were completely stupid.
over 2 years ago • report
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Matthew Rockloff
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In reply to Dean Moriarty

No so! I've met many problem gamblers who are very bright. People
with gambling problems fail to fit common expectations. In my
experience, they are very normal people - in most respects - except
for their relationship to gambling (which is admittedly odd - at least to
me).
over 2 years ago • report

Matt Stevens
Senior Research Fellow/Statistician/PhD

Funny how gambling articles on here get little response. Nice summary article
Matt.
over 1 year ago • report
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